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Tera online warrior ep guide

TERA has never stopped getting bigger and better, always focusing on what it always did best – fight! There's literally something for everyone in 13 different categories, but it's not easy to decide which category is really best for your style of play. The following guide aims to help you make your decision by
listing all categories in an in-game style so you can browse in your free time! The latest TERA classes tend to be in a racial and/or sex lock, which is always rude. Even worse, Elins' exclusive has 2 (!) categories – loli class. I suggest you check out all tera races too, as this can prove useful for some
people than jumping straight into classes! Warrior Races: All Class Description: Fast attacks and high mobility make warriors essential to group play, but also highly survivable during soloing. For refuelling, the warriors use their defensive posture, cross parry and aggro-producing attacks and screams. In
the DPS role, the warriors use Assault Stance, which increases strength and endurance. Complexity refuelling Attacks support tank or durable DPS, Melee, Light Armor Lancer Races: All Class Description: Lancers are heavily armored fighters focused on anchoring the fight. They produce maximum
threat with screams and special attacks, sacrificing movement and attacking power to achieve the best endurance in the game. Complexity Refuelling Attacks support mitigation Tank, Melee, Heavy Armor Slayer Races: All Class Description: Agile fighters using a devastating grand snag. Major damage
attacks combine evasive manoeuques to create a dynamic fighting style. Killer skills are quick, precise blows that bring down and paralyze even the greatest enemies, leaving them vulnerable to further attacks. Complexity Offense Support Burst DPS, Melee, Light Armor Berserker Races: All Class
Description: Berserkers are constantly on the move and excel in multiple opposing situations both as part of the group and on their own. They use charging attacks to cause massive damage and can also prevent incoming frontal attacks. On level 65, this blocking feature is extended to full tank space.
Complexity Refuelling Attack Support Burst DPS, Melee, Heavy Armor Sorcerer Races: All Class Description: Wizards are spells focused on destroying enemies with major damage from nuclear weapons attacks. Tera's mobile artillery, the wizard's job, is to kill things quickly. Grouped, their skills
determine which enemy dies first. Complexity attack support Burst DPS, Ranged, Robes Archer Races: All Class Description: Archers are highly mobile, various fighters. By channelling sensitive energy, archers create a wide range of damaging effects. Archer skills can slow down, stun and capture
targets, giving them advantages in any encounter. Complexity attack support continuous DPS, ranged, light armoured priest competitions: All class Description: Priests are whose primary task is to restore health and vitality. However, they should not be taken lightly – the same power that revitalises allies
can be used to beat enemies. Complexity Healing Offense Support Healer, Buffs, Ranged, Robes Mystic Races: All Class Description: Mystics are a strong healing class with the skills to protect and support their party. Mysties also invite powerful thralles to help and heal them in battle. Complexity Healing
Offense Support Healer, Support, Ranged, Robes Reaper Races: Organ Class Description: Healers are highly mobile, close and intermediate fighters. By transferring their dark energy to chained blades, grim reassers unleash area attacks and deadly combinations that can cause massive damage.
Complexity Attack Support Medium DPS, Elin Only, Light Armor Gunner Races: Castanic (Female), High Elf (Female), Elin Class Description: Gunners are solidly armored, ranged fighters. Effective from every part of the battlefield, gunnres use a variety of powerful attacks on pound enemies, including
some fueled entirely by Willpower. Gunner skills focus on dealing with damage rather than causing effects, even if many of the shooter's attacks destabilize or knock out enemies! Complexity Offense Support Burst DPS, Ranged, Heavy Armor Brawler Races: Human, Popori, Elin Class Description:



Brawlers are fast, solidly armored, hand-in-hand fighters. Brawlers built for melee use various powerful blows to defeat enemies, including many that Rage feeds entirely. Brawler skills focus on dealing with damage, but many brawler attacks hit enemies all over the battlefield! Complexity Tanking Attacks
Support mitigation Tank, Melee, Heavy Armor Ninja Races: Organ Class Description: Ninjas are fast, deadly fighters with the ability to avoid enemy attacks. Ninja agility and mobility more than compensate for the reduced defenses of fabric armor – and their damage output puts them firmly on the front line
of any battle. Complexity attack support Durable DPS, Elin Only, Robes Valkyrie Races: Castanic (Woman), Elin class Description: Using her intricately carved runeglaive, valkyyrie brands runemarks enemies and blast them massive damage. He mixes cuts, leaps attacks and force strikes to destroy his
enemies, maximizing the effectiveness of criticism and avoiding damage. Complexity Offense Support Burst DPS, Melee, Light Armor Disclosure: We may sometimes use affiliate links to reputable retailers such as Amazon. Tera Online Guide PvE Warrior DPS Build. The warrior is a lightweight armored
class specializing in a pair of double swords with melee processing properties. The most important features of a warrior are agility and fast execution skills. Although the warrior is not the best at taking a hit, it specializes in great dodging skills thanks to the speed of rapid movement to avoid being hit.
Korean Korean Korean the class has geomtus (검투사) or gladiator. Gladiators who fought with double swords were known as Dimachaerus in ancient Rome. Guide PvE Warrior - Scythe 50% of total DPS is the contribution of Scythe, your highest damage treatment skills and the highest participatory total
DPS. Scythe crit cap for 100% crit chance on 240 crit factor in this patch. Always try to reach for this number, but don't exceed it. The value of criticism decreases significantly when you hit the upper limit of criticism, since Scythe is not affected by more criticism, it only affects other skills that are about 55-
60% of total DPS. This means that building power after reaching the cap of criticism is right, since it affects all skills. Guide to PvE Warrior – Crystals Keen Vyrsk if you didn't reach the critique cap. Powerful Vyrsks if you cross the cork of criticism. Guide to PvE Warrior - Gear Weapon Weapon: Top line
roll: Increase damage by 9.3% by attacking enraged monsters. Explanation for the upper rows: There are 4 options for the top row roll: Increase damage by 9.3% attacking with outrage Reduces skills cooling by 7.2% Increases attack speed by 9% Increases the critic by 18. An enraged reel is the best
choice for all players, regardless of ping ping-pedi. The cooling of skills is only profitable if you have ridiculously low ping. There are a lot of animation locks at the end of a warrior's skills, which means you spend less time in animation locks if you have low ping. As a result, higher ping players spend more
time in animation locks, resulting in more uptime for user skills. This means that higher ping players will not benefit from this roll, as the animation lock time between their skills will reduce the cooling time of their skills. On the contrary, a low ping player can effectively burn their skills on a CDR reel because
the animation lock time between their skills is significantly lower, so they can give more skills over the same period compared to a high ping player. Another thing to consider is the resetting of the blade pull. By resetting the blade draw, you practically do not use your CDR roller (because the reset nature is
independent of cdr). Even with the new warriore revamp, the double CDR is still not optimal. With the extra attack velocity enthusiast we got from the cross-section, it's harder to control the rotation, but it's still possible. As I explained before, every time you reset a blade draw, all CDR stats are basically
useless, which means that if you have a choice between Flat damage or Skill CDR, it's always better to go into the fold cdr. Without the skill of a CDR roll, you'll use a little more filler, which is great because buffed with deadly gambling most of your damage comes from it. Optimal party layout and allows
you to expect to hit over 8m/s infuriated reels in the first Deadly Deadly At the beginning of the match. You also don't need the extra skill for cdr optimal Deadly Gamble circulation. The attack speed is an interesting roll because it is more or less the opposite of the skill of CDR roll. While high ping players
aren't always true, they benefit more from this roll because they can go through their rotation without running out of skills, unlike a low-ping player who would burn his skills faster and no longer have the skills to use. Basically, we can say that a low ping player has a lot of attacking speed and a high ping
player has a lot of CDR based on what I've discussed in the past. Finally, a high ping player can roll the attacking speed to get the same ping as a low ping player (not working if pinging is in the 180s), however, remember that you will lose an enraged roller line. The roll of criticism is bad. Bottom line reels:
Increase damage by 9.3% attacking enraged monsters Increase damage by 6.9% attacking from behind Reduces skills cooling by 7.2% Increase damage by 6% Explanation for bottom lines: All DPS classes in this game roll out the growth of basic damage with the lower vests of their weapon because
they are significantly better than other rollers. Some say that the power of criticism is a viable fourth reel, since scythe has a 100% chance of criticism ( assumption that you will hit the cap of criticism), but it is not optimal. If you use full red dyads and critique effectiveness VII scroll, the effectiveness of the
criticism should be 8.10. By adding the power of 0.3 critiques to this total, you increase the damage of criticism by only 3.7%. The attacking speed as the fourth reel is not entirely questionable, as its value is halved. It gives you 4.5%, which is half the top roll compared to a CDR roll that retains the same
value as the top roller. The critique roll is not a viable fourth reel, as you can easily get the critic from other sources, such as accessories, compared to the skills cooling reduction, which is only available as a roll or etsing (Energinen etsing). In other words, the cooling reduction is the best fourth reel
because its utility is larger than one in two of the fourth reels, since it allows you to use more skills in battle (which allows you to build edge faster). Chest top line roller: Increase blade pull damage by 10%. Explanation for the top line roll: Some may argue that Blade Draw cooling is viable on the chest roll,
but it's only useful to a certain extent. When you reset the blade drawing, the cooling is completely useless because the ability to reset the blade pull is independent of cdr. In other words, the cooling roller is useless when you return the blade draw, which occurs 50% of the time. This means that the
cooling roller is about 50% equally effective. On the other hand, the damage to the blade is much better because you always use the roller to its full potential. Guide to PvE Choosing the right etchings for your warrior can be quite difficult, since you will benefit from all three etching types. Energetic etching:
Energetic etchings are especially good for a warrior because it gives you a lot of attacking speed, resulting in fewer animation locks. Cooling and attack speed are both useful, they synergized very well with each other. The attack speed allows you to throw your skills faster, which means you burn your
skills faster, causing you to use more filler skills. However, the CDR of corrosion rejects this. This roll is especially useful for high ping players. In other words, with energetic eternities, you can throw more skills in the same time frame as a warrior with no energetic etses. Although note that dual-ingengine
use has a greater or lesser effect on your dps. You lose too much criticism/strength by doing so. 1x energetic already helps you a lot with animation locking issues, but 2x energetic doesn't really make animation locking issues better unless you have serious ping issues. The only real benefit of running
double-new at this point is being able to give more skills over a certain period of time. Also, remember that if you want a min-max warrior, you should at least drop one energetic etsing. During Deadly Gamble, you have Adrenaline Rush (20 offensive speeds), Lein root beer (20 offensive speeds) and
Quatrefoil Brooch (12% attack speed). This means you have so much attack speed that you won't even see the difference if you had energetic ettations. In addition, since Deadly Gamble halves your skills, the cooling from ettering is almost zero, because your rotation during this time does not require
extra cooling if you do it correctly. The only reason you would go into one energetic eternation is to help you with animation locks outside of Deadly Gamble. Pumped etching: Pumped etchings are a viable choice for warriors. If you've pressed the critique cap on your scythe (which will be discussed later),
getting this etching would be the most logical thing. However, it's really hard to hit the cap of scyth criticism if you have mixed jewelry (strength and criticism), it requires you to be fully equipped (golden critique internal, Quatrefoil Brooch, perfect with a raven) and you must have a mystic in your party too
(which gives you a 2.1x base of criticism). However, you can choose to go for double criticism with jewellery and get this etiques. However, running double criticism of jewellery, you cross the critique cap scythe as you run a mystical that will make you lose a lot of dps. In other words, for pumped etchings,
the optimal arrangement would be mixed jewellery and mystic. Finally, if you want a min-max warrior, you should choose this etsing. Eager etching: Garbage, With a new Scythe-shown pretty. Finally: 1x energetic 1x pumped: If you want min-max but want fewer animations locked or if the ping is
somewhat high. 2x eager: ??? 2x pumped: If you want min-max, if you have ridiculously low ping (sub 10 ms) or if you don't mind animation locks. 2x energetic: If you have insanely high ping or want to get rid of animation locks (requires more testing) or if you like high attack speed. Guide to PvE Warrior
– Jewellery I have tried a double power set and a mixed set, I think the DPS difference is neglieable. A double power kit would only be better if you are very lucky with blade pulling settings and blade draught crits during Deadly Gamble. Guide to PvE Warrior – Brooch You have 4 options for your brooch:
Empowered, Quickcarve, Quatrefoil and Marrow. Bone marrow and quatrefoil are the best bras, Empowered comes in second and Quickcarve third. One big misconception about the Warriors is that Quickcarve beats Empowered. During Deadly Gamble, increasing attack speed helps, but it is not
necessary for optimal rotation. One big problem with Quickcarve is that it also gives you a 50 Crit factor that is basically useless during Deadly Gamble because you already get a 1.5x Crit Factor (which is about 500 crit factors). Since you have already exceeded the upper limit of Scythe's criticism, the
value of criticism decreases significantly compared to the effectiveness. Once you hit the cap of Scythe's criticism, the criticism factor becomes less useful, so the A-speed of the Quickcarve brooch is the only useful part of it. Basically, the only useful thing you get from Quickcarve is 12% attack speed.
More attack speed will help you chain your skills faster, but it will only help your dps a lot as it will only help you throw your skills faster. You have the option to make one extra scyth during Deadly Gamble compared to empowered brooch, but that depends entirely on your Blade Draw resets. The
empowered brooch is better than Quickcarve because it increases damage to all abilities (compared to Quickcarve, which does not add to the damage to your hardest hitting skill: scythe). The main reason to go empowered the brooch is increased damage to the scythe. Scythe is your hardest hitting
ability (consisting of about 40-45% total DPS) and it also scales very well at power (because its basic damage is so great if you use it in 10 Edges). The critic from Deadly Gamble is synergoated with the power of a really well-empowered brooch because you criticise more often and deal with much more
raw damage to all your abilities. If you have Quatrefoil Brooch, you can replace the empowered brooch with it. Quatrefoil is a combination of empowered brooch and Quickcarve, so it is very powerful. Note: Golden Quickcarve Brooch is a good idea score for runs because you can two brooches in battle
(also because you can not double the brooch, which is a beaten brooch and quail brooch, since they have the same cooling). Assume empowered/Quatrefoil Brooch is the default preset. Just before the match, replace the brooch with the other and activate Quickcarve Brooch. Immediately afterwards,
switch back to the original preset and activate your other brooch later during the match. Do not activate both brooches at the same time, Empowered/Quatrefoil Brooch simply replaces the effect of Quickcarve Brooch. Guide PvE Warrior – Main Skills Warrior is perhaps the most flexible category in TERA.
Warrior can be played as an offensive or non-injury class or as a tank. For these roles, the warrior has two special modes: offensive position Attacking position and defensive position Defensive position. Warrior starts without a position and one of them needs to be turned on, and both offer bonuses for the
role. Combo Attack Strike one or more goals in front of you, and get MP with each hit. Consecutive hits do more damage, up to four hits, and the fourth hit handles significantly more. Commentary: Hybrid attacks are your automated attacks. Use this skill as a filler only if you have 0.5 seconds to wait for a
strong combination. It also returns 32 RE with first strikes, 34 second strikes, 38 third strikes and 10 fourth strikes. Threat sign (5 points): Offers 5% more aggro. Not useful, even for tanks. Spirit Marker (2 points): Increase MP replenishment by 35% You won't benefit enough from this meglyte because
you rarely use combo attacks. Sap sign (5 points): 5% chance of stunning the target for 2 seconds. The combo attack is not used often enough during your cycle, so the possibility of this sign is almost non-existent. In addition, most bosses are immune to CC unless they need to be stunned by a particular
mechanic, in which case you should use your other stun skills such as Backstab, Reaping slash, Battle cry or Staggering Counter. Dodging roller Dodge your enemy's attack. Explanation: Evasive Roll is one of your most important I-frames. It also acts as an animation canceler and is chained to Scythe.
You are invincible skill during animation and also for a short time after its animation. It consumes 500 determinations every time you throw it, which means you can make 3 reels if you have a full RE. Swift's mark (3 points): 40% increase the attack rate by 15% for 10 seconds. The probability of activating
this character during battle is very high because you use Evasive Roll frequently. In addition, since the uptime of this glycae is quite high, you should expect much fewer animation locks, which will help significantly. Return Marker (4 points): Immediately returns 3% of hp's total for the following chain skill:
Poison Blade. It's nothing. Thing. Make Unending (3 points): Reduce RE costs by 120. You use Evasive Roll quite a bit Which means your determination stops quite often. This sign will help you manage it by reducing the cost of Evasive Roll to 380 RE. This sign could save your life. Stream of blows Wave
your swords over a wide arc, pulling high aggro from surrounding enemies. You only take half the damage when using this skill, and you can better withstand knockout and staggering. Adds a frontal block effect, Explanation: This is the skill of the tank. You don't want to use it unless you definitely have to
face a hit because it acts as a block and reduces dmg, which means you can cope with hits that would otherwise kill you. It restores 182 solutions. Shock rain Performs a sword swing as it advances to your enemy. You take 30% less damage when using this skill and are more able to withstand knockout
and staggering. Activates faster if used after Combative Strike, Pounce or Cascade of Stuns. Explanation: Rain of Blows causes proper damage (~10% of all DPS). You create one edge (2 during Deadly Gamble) skill on the last hit. It hits 7 times and the damage distribution is as follows: 2-1-1-1-1-2-2. It
is advisable to chain it from Combative Strike most of the time, but in rare cases, when CS is not up and the only thing you can do is RoB, you can chain it from the Stuns cascad. You don't want to chain it up because Cascade's casting time is faster than unglyphed's, which means if you want to use the
brawl, you're going to have to make a deal out of it. This means you have to waste 2 points on attack speed mark Pounce. You can chain RoB to the Scytte and Scytte lines. You don't have to finish the animation of skill to chain it. RoB returns 14 RE for each hit (98 total RE). Glyph of Power (4 points):
Increases skill damage by 25% Since you use RoB quite often during your cycle, this sign will help you deal with even more damage. Return mark (4 points): Returns 0.5% of hp total for each successful hit (3.5% in total). The healing from this button is almost insignificant. If there's often little in HP, learn
how to I-frame or use potions. Battle Cry You bellige cry pulls a high aggro from enemies within 10 meters, and can stun them. Explanation: This skill is mostly used by tanks, but you can still use it to stun bosses when needed. The attacking position increases power by 18 and crit factor by 55 and skill
damage by 10% when attacking monsters. However, Endurance decreases by 10%. You can only use one position at a time. Explanation: Since we are always members of DPS, it is important that the A position is always up all the time. It gives a huge boost to your total damage. This skill must be re-
enabled when you sign in. The defensive position increases durability by 25% and the balance factor by 30: Attacks pull 120% more aggro, and you are immune to pushing back monsters, except for certain specific attacks. You can only use one position at a time. one at a time. This position is reserved
for tanks, unless you want to use infuriating. Infuriating casting locks you in position D for 3 minutes, so you should only use it when the boss is almost dead when you need an infuriating final burn. Death from above will become invincible when you carry out a surprise attack. Commentary: Death From
Above is also a I-frame. It produces 1 Edge and does decent damage (although it should only be used as an I-frame, not as an injury skill). It's also an animation canceler. Keep in the way that you are immune to damage only during the animation of skill and at the end there is also an animation lock that
cannot be reversed with a dodge roll. This means that you can potentially die after DFA if you are not careful. Death from above returns 180 RE when you throw it. Glyph of Energy (2 points): Reduces cooling by 30%. Getting DFA more often is nice; However, you can play without this badge. Useful for
learning the dungeon. Swift's mark (3 points): a 50% chance of increasing the attack rate by 15% for 10 seconds. This sign is similar to Evasive Roll's. More attack speed will help you a lot. You do not need to extract this character if it is highly recommended. Grounding (5 points): Increase durability by 25
for 8 seconds. 25 extra durability is quite a bit; However, you already have a lot of defenses about your equipment. In addition, it costs a large number of markers that could be used for better spots. Vortex Slash Swing your swords in a wide arc. You can only use it as a chain skill after Evasive Roll or
Death From Above. Explanation: Vortex Slash is an interesting skill. It can only be used after a dodge roll or DFA during a 5-second window time to authenticate skills. You need to pay attention to your cooling. The Vortex Slash can be chained to the blade pull. Vortex Slash's animated series is very fast; it
is a very good blade zipper. It is not advisable to use the Vortex Slash without chaining to the blade pull, as it does not produce edge and its damage is mediocre. Keep in place that if you need Blade Draw chain skills, don't intentionally use Iframe to activate Vortex Slash because it takes too much time.
Instead, Vortex Slash should only be used after you have attack/reinsert and have Blade Draw up. Power character (4 points): Increase skill damage by 25% Decent character, but not mandatory. Vortex Slash is a situational skill, so the operating time of the skill is somewhat low. However, if you criticise
Vortex Slash, it will cause a significant amount of damage. Sign persistence (4 points): 30% chance of removing cooling. This sign is not very good to be honest. As stated earlier, the only moment you should use Vortex Slash is when Blade Pull is available. This means you only have 15% Uses Vortex
Slash twice in a row with Blade Draw (Vortex Slash and Blade Draw) reset once). What's more, if you happen to reset Vortex Slash, you'll need to reactivate it with Roll/DFA, which means you'll probably never be able to use the double Vortex Slash in battle. Jump to the target and slow down the target
with a 50% incision. You only take half the damage when you use this skill. Explanation: Pounce is a filler. It can chain to Traverse Cut (don't use it for it, however, it's bad because it doesn't produce any Edge) and Rain of Blows. Use Pounce only to chain it to RoB when CS is not available. In addition,
since cascade of Stuns has a shorter casting time, you need to make up the attack speed in Pounce to make it worth it, since Pounce's damage is also quite low. All in all, I suggest never use this skill unless you definitely need to absorb the damage (if you are away from RE and the DFA has cooled
down). Swift's mark (2 points): Increases attack speed by 30%. You need to take this mark if you want to use pounce. Glyph of Energy (2 points): Reduces cooling by 20%. Useless sign because you don't use Pounce enough to take advantage of this. Cross-section Perform 3 fast lungs in front. Activates
faster and attacks up to 13 times if you use Pounce, Poison Blade or Combative Strike first. Increase your attack speed by 0.9% per successful hit and the effect stacks. Explanation: Traverse Cut is very important for optimal DPS. It's going to increase the attack rate enormously. Attack Speed buff can
stack up to 11.7% and last 27 seconds. You can update the duration of the Traverse Cut simply by throwing the first hit of the skill (no need to apply all 13 hits again). You should aim for a uptime of 95-99% with this skill. If the traverse cut without chaining it, it returns 44 RE for each of the 3 hits. Chained,
it returns 10 RE for each of the 13 hits. Traverse Cut is an important skill during rotation because it allows you to chain to blade drive. Sign of lingering (2 points): Extends the duration of effect by 50%. A decent sign of its cost. Brilliance badge (2 points): Reduces MP costs by 75. We don't need that. Cross
Parry Block forward attacks cross-edged. Clogged damage depends on the statistics on your gun. It will take as long as the skill button is pressed. Your allies will also suffer less damage. Can only be used in a defensive position. Explanation: Cross Parry is mostly a tank skill because it requires D-Stance
to be able to be used. However, with DPS on DPS, you can switch to D-Stance to infuriate the boss when he's almost dead to extend the boss's infuriation period. The damage you lose because you don't have an A position will be compensated when your party's general DPS is bigger because of your
outrage. In the rare event that you use Cross Parry, remember that you can prevent your skills the final animation lock for each skill's final animation lock chain skills) to suit more skills than usual. Of course, if your tank dies, you can switch to D-Stance to catch the boss's aggro while your merchants try to
bring him back to life. Pumped marker (4 points): 30% chance of increasing power by 15% for 10 seconds in a successful block. Useful only for tanks. Guide to PvE Warrior – Rotations The hardest thing about warriors is alternations. Everything is based on Blade Draw reset, which means you need to
adapt quickly to make the damage as much as possible. Your goal as a warrior is to stack Edge with the best Blade Draw chains available and the best Edge generation skills you can finally cut with 10 Edges. The value of each skill is different depending on its drainage time, damage and Edge creation
potential. The prioritization list takes into account the run time, damage, and Edge creation potential of each combination. Basic prioritisation list: – Download slash→blade draw (3 edge) – Vortex Slash→Blade Draw (2 edge) – Combative Strike→Traverse Cut→Blade Draw (3 edge) – Poison Blade (2
Edge) – Rising Fury→Blade Draw (3 Edge) – Combative Strike→ Blows→(Reaping Slash) (2 or 3 Edge) – Combative Strike→Poison Blade (3 Edge) – Combative Strike→Reaping Slash (2 Edge) – Stun→Slead Eaves (1 Edge) This is a basic prioritisation list that you should follow , but it's much more
complicated than this. Warrior's rotation is based on that, but there are even more advanced ymbos that you can do depending on the situation. Effective control of Edge is key. Calculating edge is easier if you group the combinations to a specific number of edges. One additional combination would be:
Poison Blade→Traverse Cut→Blade Draw This combination should only be used under certain conditions when you are on 6 Edge. Now we want to combine all these combinations to form cycles. The next rounds will only work if you have 1 cooling gun roll, Battle Nostrum VI, the right minutes and 0
Edge. Guide to PvE Warrior – Key DPS Tours It's clear that sometimes you can't always apply these cycles during battle because of Cooldown, so in these situations you want to improvise using the filling skills that produce edge. These rotations are instructions that must be followed when the opportunity
permits. you can't always use x-rotation especially during a match. In other words, you can make your own rotations based on the basic prioritization list. Obviously, there are many more possible cycles than I have listed. If you start a fight without back fastening and the blade pull doesn't reset after
traverse cut, this rotation is best because it optimizes your damage performance even without Blade Pull and it's also pretty quick to perform. However, you should always start a fight with Backstab, because it allows you to behind the boss very quickly without having to use any evasive or mobility
combos. In certain situations where it is necessary to save backstabbing, you can use this cycle. If you don't have a ninja in your party for a smoke bomb, Shandra Manaya's first curl, you need to use this cycle at the beginning of the fight. This is the best rotation used at the beginning of the boss when the
blade pull does not reset. Back fastening is a great skill because it's very fast, allows you to position yourself directly behind the boss and it also produces a 1 Edge. If you e-mailed a back break from the extra edge, you don't have to use another combative Strike after recasting the slash. This is the best
rotation you can use at the start of a match when you don't start with Backstab. This is the best rotation when Vortex Slash is available. This rotation is slightly better than 3B, because by using Blade Draw before Poison Blade, the steel pulls faster for the next rotations. It doesn't matter in what order you
use Vortex Slash because we don't use it for cooling. Which means that the cooling of the Vortex Slash is meaningless in this case. However, since Blade Draw is a very important skill, you need to use it for cooling to achieve optimal damage, which means that expanding the drawing of the blade is
counter-intuitive because you are expanding your damage potential. The order in which the blade is drawn is very important. In other words, use The Blade Pull as soon as it has cooled down. Check out the other useful guides below: PvE Mystic Guide Gears, Glyphs and Skill Usages PvE Reaper High
Damage and Mobility Build Ninja Class Melee and Ranged Attacks Build PvE Slayer Build PvE Berserker DPS builds PvE Brawler best tank class Tera Online Gunner PvE builds gear skills and glyphs tera online priest guide after Godsfall Patch Patch
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